Employee killed in car accident

By Jessica Hoffman
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

A Cal Poly employee was killed Sunday when his 1992 Ford Explorer rolled over after he entered a curve on Old Creek Road.

John Eugene Martin, a Cal Poly employee for 30 years, was not wearing a seat belt and was ejected from the Explorer. He died on the scene after becoming trapped under the vehicle for about 30 minutes.

Martin began his long history with Cal Poly as a student. He was hired with custodial services and worked up to his most recent position of assistant director of custodial services.

"Just this year he received his 30 years of service recognition," Mark Hunter, interim director of facilities services said. "He had just filed his letter of retirement and was going to retire on Oct. 3."

Besides managing and coordinating daily custodial services for campus, Martin was instrumental in the

see MARTIN, page 7

Poly student names Foundation in suit

By Abbey Kingdon
SUMMER MUSTANG CONTRIBUTOR

An 18-year-old Cal Poly student will be the third person to file suit against the distributors of the E. coli-infected sprouts that she ingested last summer.

Tammy Lee underwent surgery last August to remove an E. coli-infected section of her intestine. She was first diagnosed with E. coli during the Eckerd Corporation and CVS Foundation in suit.

Foods and All About Produce but has not named the Foundation in

see E. COLI, page 7

Ephedra events have repercussions locally

By Cathy Ayers
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Consumers who once sought supplements containing the herb ephedra for weight loss or energy are finding it more difficult to obtain such products in recent months.

After the death of the Baltimore Orioles pitcher Steve Bechler earlier this year, the already controversial herb has come under more scrutiny.

General Nutrition Centers pulled all supplements containing the herb off their shelves at the end of June. Other drugstore chains, such as Walgreens', the Eckerd Corporation and CVS Corporation soon followed their lead.

The sole reasoning behind pulling these supplements was a decrease in consumer demand, GNC spokesperson Stephanie Mangini said. Part of the decrease in consumer demand for ephedra-based products was the availability of alternative products that are ephedra free.

In a press release dated April 8, the ephedra industry reaffirmed that the supplements are safe and have significant health benefits for consumers.

In the same statement, the industry argued that the adverse event reports were not useful in assessing safety, and they do not establish that ephedra has caused serious adverse effects.

MG Sports Supplements in San Luis Obispo is one of the few stores that continue to carry ephedra-based supplements.

see EPHEDRA, page 7

UC students sue Regents over fee increase

By Micah Paulson
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Eight University of California students are seeking a preliminary injunction against accessing the Board of Regents of ignoring statements in university documents and implementing illegal fee increases.

With the California economy in shambles, many college students are frustrated that budget cuts could not have been resolved without putting such a substantial burden on students already reeling from high student fees.

"Raising fees was a last resort. It was one of the many things done to deal with the budget cuts," said UC regent Christopher Patti. "We had to cut programs and lay off employees. If we didn't raise fees the quality of education would have eroded."

The California constitution gives the 26 member Board of Regents, of which the governor is president, absolute authority when it comes to raising student fees. The only way the fees would be reduced is if the student's lawsuit prevails.

The regents have authorized a 25 percent fee increase, with an extra 5 percent if necessary. The average in-state undergraduate fees are now about $4,800; with additional campus fees, the average rises to $5,274, according to the Associated Press.

This state average is in sharp contrast with Cal Poly annual fees, which are between $2,890.50 and $3,513, depending on fees determined by the individual colleges.

"The CSU fee increases are uneven because of the different fund raising amounts gained from private donors," said Paul Zingg, Cal Poly vice president of academic affairs. "Cal Poly has been at it longer than most, and President Baker makes it a priority to pursue non-state resources."

The state is the biggest fund-raiser for Cal Poly, providing about 80

see LAWSUIT, page 7
The inside scoop on health happenings at Poly

Tuesdays: 1:27 a.m. / Sets: 9:27 a.m.

Sundays: High: 80° / Low: 56°

Saturdays: High: 79° / Low: 57°

Fraines: High: 81° / Low: 57°

Today's Moon - See inside.

Today's Tides - See inside.

Today's Sun - See inside.

Today's Weather - See above.

News Column
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El Corral Bookstore

open all summer!

LARGEST Selection of:

- NEW and USED textbooks
- CAL POLY clothing and gifts
- Office, art, and student supplies
- 35% discount on hardback Bestsellers
- Greeting cards, postcards, film, candy & snack foods, postage stamps, one day film processing, sunscreen, and much, much more!

Budget Cafe
The Breakfast & Lunch Place

3121 S. Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805-543-5024

Across From The DMV

New Salads!

CISCO's

Extended Hours

Daily, Friday, Saturday

Simply Skin

for Men and Women

Go Brazilian for summer!

Just say "MEET ME AT CISCO'S"

El Corral Bookstore

A NOT FOR PROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING CAL POLY SINCE 1913

www.elcorralbookstore.com

Summer Mustang
Sacco was confirmed Tuesday after he was cleared of last-minute misconduct allegations that threatened to delay the vote.

The number of protesters Wednesday was unclear. Donald Armstrong, who turned in his credentials, said about 100 people out of more than 800 clergy and laity in the House of Deputies planned to demonstrate, but far less than that number could be seen leaving the session.

Software engineer pleads guilty Wednesday to causing a change in the Taliban, agreeing to testify against other suspects in terrorism charges. Sacco was confirmed Tuesday after he was cleared of last-minute misconduct allegations that threatened to delay the vote.

The number of protesters Wednesday was unclear. Donald Armstrong, who turned in his credentials, said about 100 people out of more than 800 clergy and laity in the House of Deputies planned to demonstrate, but far less than that number could be seen leaving the session.

Experts begin removing bodies of largest mass grave yet found in Bosnia

In Bosnia, a so-called "Portland Seven," served at least seven years in federal prison under the deal, which was approved by U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft.

Hawash pleaded guilty to conspiring to provide services to the Taliban. Prosecutors agreed to drop charges of conspiring to levy war against the United States and conspiring to provide material support for terrorism.

In March, federal agents seized Hawash, 38, from a parking lot outside Intel Corp., where he worked, and simultaneously searched his home. He was held as a material witness until charges were filed five weeks later. In what supporters called an abuse of civil rights, federal officials did not publicly confirm he was being held during those five weeks.

Iceland to begin scientific whaling

U.S. officials acknowledged Wednesday that it plans to begin hunting whales for scientific purposes, drawing criticism from conservation groups and other governments.

"We oppose it. We're disappoint­ed," said Richard Buchholtz, U.S. del­egate to the International Whaling Commission. "It's not relevant sci­ence, it's not necessary."

In London, Britain's fisheries min­ister, Ben Bradshaw, said the govern­ment regarded Iceland's move as unnecessary. "Iceland's claim that data are needed on the amount of fish that whales eat is wholly unjustified," he said.

Della Green of the International Fund for Animal Welfare also criti­cized the decision, saying, "There is absolutely no scientific basis for these whales to be killed."

While there is an international moratorium on commercial whaling, countries do not need permission to conduct scientific whaling, intended to learn about the health and abun­dance of the marine mammals.

However, they usually present their plans to the commission, and when Iceland did so this summer commis­sion members voted to disapprove.
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Experts begin removing bod­ies of largest mass grave yet found in Bosnia

MEMEL, Bosnia Herzegovina - Forensic experts gently placed skulls, bones and clothing into plastic bags Wednesday, the first gathering of remains from what may be Bosnia's largest mass grave.

Victim's relatives watched the excavation from behind strips of yellow tape at the site, an area the size of a tennis court on Cmi Vrh hill, near the border with Serbia. Once bagged, the remains will be taken for DNA analysis.

The site, opened last week, is believed to contain Muslims killed by Bosnian Serb forces during the country's 1992-1995 war. Forensic experts digging as deep as 12 feet in some sec­tions found several layers of remains, most of them dismantemed.

"This is the 14th mass grave we've found this year, and in this case, we are dealing with one that contains a huge number of bodies," said Murat Hurtic, the head of a regional branch of the Muslim Commission for Missing Persons.

"We can't say how many bodies the grave contains but we can speak of several hundred," he said.

As the team lifted bones out one by one, dozens of people whose relatives are missing and presumed dead watched in hope of recognizing cloth­ing, documents or other personal belongings of their loved ones. None were found on Aug. 6.

Iceland frees hundreds of prison­ers in gesture dismissed by Palestinians as inadequate

TARQUINIYA CHECKPOINT, West Bank - Israel freed 334 Palestinian prisoners in a bid to jump­start halting peace efforts - but the gesture fell flat among Palestinians, who had hoped for a mass release and said authorities chose mostly prisoners whose terms were about to expire any­way.

Still, emotional scenes were played out at the five handover points, where Israel released prisoners after nights spent digging as deep as 12 feet in some sec­tions found several layers of remains, most of them dismantemed.

"I've been waiting for this moment for a year," said Hahem Kafisheh, leaning from a bus window to pick up his daughter Alla Kafisheh, a leader of the militant Islamic Hamas group in the West Bank city of "Iceland to begin scientific whaling
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Get Baked, Sauced & Cheesed! Our place or yours!

- Freshly baked, hand-tossed whole wheat or white crust
- Zesty marinara, creamy garlic or savory pesto sauce
- 100% whole milk mozzarella cheese & tons of fresh toppings

Plus: Frosted ChiffonDread • WideBread • Fresh Salads Hot Wings • Bottomless Soda • Cold Brews & Microbrews

Want Coupons? www.woodstocksa.com

Dine-In Take-Out Groups
Free Delivery Lunch Dinner Late
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 www.woodstocksa.com

Summer Mustang We put out 1 a time a week GOT HOUSING? Spacious 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments Available At College Garden Apartments - Beautifully Landscaped Complex - Nearby Shopping - Walking Distance to Poly Call 544-3958

Register to Vote SLO GREEN PARTY www.slo.greens.org 542-8223

Room for Rent

Rooms for rent in a new 3-7 year old home in immaculate condition, located in a quiet neighborhood in SLO. • washer/dryer • dishwasher • private backyard • no smoking, no drugs, no parties • water, trash, gardener included $550/mo. (perf. males)

Call 543-3521

August's indulgences >> >>

Shots & Mattys Z-Pie. 10:00

4

Photo Booth Red Pony Clock Z-Pie. 9:30

5

Oma Yang Z-Pie. 9:30, $5

11

Shed Shot Z-Pie. 9:30

13

Landings [VVRSSN!11 The Wind Up Bird Z-Pie. 9:30

Z Pie is a unique place for pot pies, salads, beer and great music! 1060 Ioche, 503

Call 74 S27 for info about shows. www. kpy. or o or www.woodstocksa.com for hand ties.
India:Arie is sure to make the crowd roar

By Caroline Lindahl
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

If you were named after the king of the jungle, you might feel pressure to be a top predator. As a student at Savannah College of Art and Design, Arie says she created her own music. Co-founder of Atlanta artist collective Lamda Chi Alpha member living in the house of the new car scent. Another great feature of the summer camp experience, according to students, has been as successful as India. Arie whose long list of awards includes several Grammy nominations. The aptly named entertainer is performing in concert Aug. 16, call 756-2787.

That year, Arie was named Best New Artist by Vibe, MTV2 and Billboard Awards in addition to nominations from the NAACP Image Awards and Soul Train Lady of the Year. The most of any solo artist. Simultaneously, Essence honored her with an award for writing the anthem for black womanhood (“Video”), for celebrating our strength, courage and wisdom, and illuminating our beauty-naturally.

Her influences remain the singer-songwriters who encouraged her: songwriter Bonnie Raitt, James Taylor, Vincent Gill and Dori Hareway. “I saw her live in concert and she was just amazing” Francesca Rivera, founder of Atlanta artist collective "Surprise.”

There is nothing better than a well stocked refrigerator.

By Jessica Hoffman
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER
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Many Cal Poly students have once, or possibly twice, wrestled their way free of comfortable couches, climbed through sweat, tears and shortness of breath up one of the hills surrounding San Luis Obispo to fully take in the place they live; I have found a better view.

For those who love the freedom of flying, the San Luis Obispo Airport is host to a hands-on flight school, Victory Aviators, offering an introductory flight for under $50. With the expert assistance of co-owner Adam Verdin, I found out for myself what it is like to maneuver 1,800 feet above freeway traffic—making my way from the airport past my workplace in Pismo Beach, in mere seconds.

“Our ultimate goal is to teach our students how to be completely self-sufficient, to deal with any problem that could arise. The actual flying of the airplane is one of the easiest things to do. It’s not rocket science.”

About 25 to 30 percent of the clientele are Cal Poly students, Verdin said. Flight instructors at Victory Aviators said college students are extremely receptive to flying instructions, and learn with ease. Wendy Strassburg, an employee at the San Luis Obispo Airport since the 1960s, said Victory Aviators uses the time-tested Jeppesen flight instruction technique, a system developed by an air mail pilot, which teaches instrument use.

The flights are offered in single engine, two-person, Cessna 152s. Expect a tight fit, but it is well worth it for the thrill of navigating down the magnificent California coastline.

After the introductory flight, it costs approximately $60 per lesson. Each lesson lasts about 2 to 3 hours. A large part of the lesson consists of training for what to do if something goes wrong, or if conditions are less than ideal. Students aiming for a pilot’s license should expect to spend a lot of time in the air. The Federal Aviation Administration requires a minimum of 40 hours flight time.

“Learning to be a pilot takes time and dedication,” Strassburg said. “The students who do the best are those that harbor a love for flying.”

Learning to fly not only requires time but money as well. To get certified at Victory Aviation costs between $4,500 and $5,000, Verdin said. Yet, for individuals between the ages of 15 and 21 with an itch to fly but do not have the money, a scholarship is available. Applications are being accepted for the San Luis Avionics Inc. and Honeywell International scholarship until Oct. 1, offering $2,000 toward a private pilot’s license.

Some of the best views in San Luis Obispo County can be seen by plane. Local flight training school Victory Aviators teaches students with a hands-on approach. About 25 to 30 percent of their clientele attend Cal Poly.
At a time when the national and government faces a struggling economy, an enormous budget deficit and the highest unemployment rate in eight years, one can only wonder if the manpower and expenses to eliminate the threat of bongsmokes and pipes is absolutely necessary and is the right use of funds.

Although enormous strides have been made, homosexuality is still a stigma and continues to elicit negative responses. As an openly gay and transgender youth, such negativity must continue with that.

George Russell, the candidate plo is filled with quasi-qualified yet highly enthusiastic politicians and their shady practices, the California democracy still a stigma and continues to elicit negative responses. As an openly gay and transgender youth, such negativity must continue with that.
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George Russell, the candidate plo is filled with quasi-qualified yet highly enthusiastic politicians and their shady practices, the California democracy still a stigma and continues to elicit negative responses. As an openly gay and transgender youth, such negativity must continue with that.
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LAWSUIT continued from page 1

percent of the funds that operate the school, Zingg said. "If the San Francisco Superior Court grants the eight students class certification, they would represent the rest of the UC students, who qualify as unnamed plaintiffs. "Hopefully the UC students are motivated by concern for the ability of schools to have academic success," Zingg said. "If they're looking to make a statement and create concern, this is certainly a good way of doing it."

If the Aug. 13 injunction prevails, the university would be prevented from raising fees for professional stu-
dents by 25 percent. The UC would lose $12 million if the court grants injunctive relief, according to UC spokesman Brad Hayden.

The problem with canceling fee increases is increases receive would have to assume the financial burden, "If the CSU students won a lawsuit it would have to be funded by state revenues," Zingg said. "In an indirect way the taxpayers would have to pay; there is no other source of revenue." Zingg and Patti said fees will not be lowered unless the California econ-
omy is healed or more private donors make contributions.

"There is no plan to lower student fees as long as the budget problems continue. This entire situation is driven by the budget," said Patti.

E. COLI continued from page 1

her lawsuit. Adams and Welborn were also infected with E. coli while eating on campus.

The California Department of Health Services traced the tainted sprouts back through Campus Dining and All About Produce, a local produce distributor, to Fuji Natural Foods of Ontario, Calif.

According to a report filed by the CDHS, the outbreak infected Lee and four others between July 24 and August 2, 2002. The report stated inadequate decontamina-
tion of alfalfa sprout seeds could have contributed to the outbreak.

An inspection of Fuji Natural Foods found the concentration of ephedrine hypochlorite solution far below the recommended minimum. This chemical is added to disinfect the alfalfa sprout seeds, which are referred to as "dirty, filthy sprouts in the environmental health field because they are famous for carry-
ing bacteria," David Rapsdale, Cal Poly environmental, health and safety manager said in a Aug. 15, 2002, Summer Mustang article.

"Poor communication at the farm likely contributed to the E. coli outbreak. Food and Drug Administration rules were broken because "management and workers did not share a common language," according to the CDHS report.

Alfalfa sprouts are no longer a threat to campus diners because Cal Poly no longer serves alfalfa sprouts, Haddadi said. "But alfalfa sprouts are merely a minority among the carriers of the E. coli bacteria. Major players include ground beef, unpasteurized apple and orange juice, unpasteurized milk and water, according to a food safety Web site.

When the E. coli outbreak was linked to Cal Poly the initial sus-
pect was beef. Immediately, Campus Dining removed 500 pounds of beef as a precautionary measure, according to the Aug. 15, 2002 Summer Mustang article.

EPHEDRA continued from page 1

pdlers.

"I believe that these products are safe and effective when used as directed," owner of MG Sports Supplements Matt Gaines said. "It's when somebody says, 'well if two did a good job, why not try six,' that you run into prob-
lems." Gaines said he has never had a customer complain about adverse health effects in the four years that he has owned the store. He said "(Steve Bechler) was significantly over-
dosed and that was the reason for his death," he said.

"I think of these things like a Damocles feath-
er," she said. "A lot of people feel that they are magical because they are not. They need to take lifestyle management into account first." Sallnave advises people choosing to use the herb ephedra for weight loss purposes should do so under the supervision of a physician, so that they make sure they are using it properly.

Although the Food and Drug Administration has linked ephedra to more than 120 deaths in the last decade, they have not yet decided whether or not they will dis-
continue the sale of ephedra-based products entirely, according to adage.com.

MARTIN continued from page 1

set-up of such events as commencement, Open House and special events for campus clubs. "He really enjoyed Poly Royal or open house," Robert Morris, equipment repairman, said. "The director gave him that to set up. Everything would be up for two or three days, then pop! It's all back to pristine." Besides being a well-known figure by faculty and staff around campus, Martin was also noted for his interest in astrology and star-mapping.

"He was an astrology buff and was very tal-
talented," Hunter said. "He made star charts for people all over the country. Astrology and pho-
tography — those were his obsessions." Mandela Epstein, an information technology services staff member, was a personal friend of Martin. She and Martin often kept each other updated on the latest astrological happenings.

"We met in Cabo San Lucas," Epstein said. "We were both there to watch the total eclipse. The only reason I got to go was because his daughter was sick, so there just happened to be space for me. We found out we both worked at Cal Poly and we've been friends since then. He would always send me maps and let me know when the next eclipse was happening. He was just such a kind man: decent, caring and kind." Epstein said Martin was looking forward to working on computers so that he could move closer to his daughter.

Morris, who worked with Martin for more than 20 years, said Martin often did not wear a seat belt. "I always told him to wear his seat belt, but he never wanted to," Morris said. "He would always say 'Oh, we're just going a couple of buildings away.' John thought he could outlive everything."

An on-campus memorial service for Martin is set for 2 p.m. Sunday at the Cayucos Veterans Hall.

LAUGUA - LAKE - GOLF COURSE

Delivery or carry-out, 11am-Midnight
Open only 1am Fri.-Sat.

Hungry?

Domino's

PIZZA & BREAD!
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and your choice of Breadsticks,
Cinnas Stix or Cheesy Bread

$9.99

@ E Footwall Blvd.

2X TUESDAY:
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FREE

Three Topping PIZZA!
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CARRY-OUT SPECIAL!
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@ E Footwall Blvd.

We Accept Local Checks, 8.50 Check charge

866 E Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo
(805) 544-3636

Summer Special: $6.25
$4.00 after 3pm
10% off for students!

Laguna Special: $7.25

290 Madonna Rd., San Luis Obispo, CA (805) 541-0226

805 781-7309

Golden Gong

Chinese Restaurant
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LAUGUA - LAKE - GOLF COURSE

Delivery or carry-out, 11am-Midnight
Open only 1am Fri.-Sat.

Hungry?

Domino's

PIZZA & BREAD!

1 Medium 1-Topping Pizza
and your choice of Breadsticks,
Cinnas Stix or Cheesy Bread

$9.99

@ E Footwall Blvd.

2X TUESDAY:
Buy any Pizza at regular menu
price and get a 2nd Pizza of
equal or lesser value
FREE

Three Topping PIZZA!


MEDIUM LARGE XLARGE
$14.99
$19.99
$22.99

@ E Footwall Blvd.

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL!

1-Topping Pizza

$5.99 $7.99

MEDIUM LARGE

@ E Footwall Blvd.

We Accept Local Checks, 8.50 Check charge

866 E Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo
(805) 544-3636

Summer Special: $6.25
$4.00 after 3pm
10% off for students!

Laguna Special: $7.25

290 Madonna Rd., San Luis Obispo, CA (805) 541-0226

805 781-7309

Golden Gong

Chinese Restaurant
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Reserevoir Canyon soaking in natural beauty

By Genevieve Fussell
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Cruising north on Highway 101, it's easy to miss. But if you know where you're looking for, you're in for a treat—Reservoir Canyon Natural Reserve.

A few miles northeast of San Luis Obispo, Reservoir Canyon is open year round from sunrise to sunset. It boasts a 2 1/2-mile trail that winds past cascading waterfalls, over quaint bridges, and under the shade of massive trees. While the majority of the trail is fairly level, it gives way to a moderately strenuous climb toward the end. However, the effort is well worth it, as the view from the top is hard to beat.

This past Sunday, I decided to spend the afternoon with my pal Mother Nature and explore the expanses of Reservoir Canyon. I laced up my hiking boots, packed plenty of water, as all smart hikers should, and embarked on the journey.

The first mile of the trail meanders alongside a babbling creek, covered by a mature native forest of oak, bay, and sycamore trees. The dense blanket of trees casts a cool shadow on the forest floor, where water trickles over serpentine rock formations and accumulates in small pools. As I made my way along the trail, the melodic chirp of birds and other wildlife nestled in the bushes testified to the glory inherent in our natural surroundings.

The second half of the trail ascends the north face of a mountain, leaving the cool breezes of the forest behind. Although the heat of the afternoon summer was intense without the shade, the view was simply spectacular. Gold-dusted hills rose above the trail practically dwarfing the valley below. Hawks took advantage of the breeze, soaring above me in dizzying circles and loops.

Once I reached the high point, I took off my backpack and took in the panorama. From the southern end of Los Osos Valley and the Irish Hills to the peaks rising between San Luis Obispo and Morro Bay, the scene was delightful. After I spent a few minutes taking in the view, I began the descent, a perfect cool down for an already perfect hike.

While the trail is well maintained by the San Luis Obispo Ranger Service and the Natural Resources Program, much of the surrounding land is private property. Although signs designate the trail, I accidentally wandered off the trail a few times. So, pay attention to the private property signs, as some are inconspicuous.

The reserve was once home to a reservoir built by a private water company in the late 1800s. Because the stream is perennial, the reservoir provided the city with water year-round until the 1950s when the city gained access to the larger and more reliable Salinas Reservoir near Santa Margarita. Although the water holding systems in Reservoir Canyon were abandoned, many remnants of which can still be seen, the city designated the property as open space.

The city recently purchased 284 acres of the canyon to add to the original 200 acres, and plans to preserve as much of the surrounding land as possible, according to a pamphlet created by the city.

While the water holding systems in Reservoir Canyon were abandoned, many remnants of which can still be seen, the city designated the property as open space. The city recently purchased 284 acres of the canyon to add to the original 200 acres, and plans to preserve as much of the surrounding land as possible, according to a pamphlet created by the city.

One Giant leap for Correia

Former Poly pitcher makes majors debut a year after being drafted

BY SAMANTHA WEEKS
SUMMER MUSTANG STAFF WRITER

Former Cal Poly student and Mustangs' pitcher Kevin Correia is living his fantasy.

Correia made his major league debut for the San Francisco Giants on July 10. He was the 127th selection in the 2002 First Year Player Draft for the San Francisco Giants on June 4, 2002.

"Everything has been happening so fast. I've been so surprised..."

KEVIN CORREIA
Former Mustangs pitcher

Correia was called up to the Giants for a second time on July 25, bar quickly sent back to the Triple-A Fresno Grizzlies on Aug. 1. He originally played seven games for the team in his first stint on July 10 before being sent back down to Fresno.

"It's been great to see a guy you grew up with doing so well," Fitch said. "It has been especially weird because at one time he was my roommate and now I'm sitting and watching him on TV."

Correia said it has been incredible to meet some professional ball players that he has watched on TV for most his life.

"When I met Barry Bonds and all the other players, they all made me feel really comfortable," Correia said. "It was great to meet Bonds, a player with such ability and talent and who is really hard to get out."

Correia gave up one run and two hits in his major league debut for the San Francisco Giants. He also had one strikeout.

Correia said that the majors are a lot different because everything is so catered toward the player, whereas in AA he had to bust himself everywhere.

"I throw a lot more innings and have to keep in better shape than I did playing for college baseball," Correia said.

Kevin got his first taste of the big leagues playing against the Colorado Rockies in Coors Field. He pitched 1 1/3 innings of relief in front of an audience of 35,954 fans.

Being sent back down to the Grizzlies after seven games with the Giants did not discourage him, he said.

He also said being a professional baseball player comes with some risky territory.

"Anything can move me up or down, from injuries to my improvement and skill," Correia said.

When Correia was called up to the Giants for a second time on July 25, he said he planned to continue working hard in hopes to be recalled in September when the minor leagues are done for the season.

Correia is the eighth Cal Poly player to make it to the big leagues since Oxice Smith and Lee Hancock.